A REVOLUTION® IN RECEPTION TABLES
Revolution® technology will change the way you think about Reception/Cocktail tables.

WHY THE GIANT POSTER?
This poster’s dimensions are the same as the actual Revolution® Reception Table Package: 31” wide x 45” long. Take this poster into your storage area, lay it on the floor and you will know exactly how much storage space your 20 tables will occupy.

A REVOLUTION® IN TRANSPORT
A single person can move 20 of our new tables packaged in a Revolution® cart through a standard doorway (32” width) and even inside a passenger elevator! That's right, one person can move 20 tables at once through a standard doorway...truly revolutionary!

A REVOLUTION® IN LIGHT WEIGHT
Traditional reception tables are terribly heavy, made with a particle or fiber board core, and weigh more than 40 lbs. With its patented lightweight panel technology, a 36” diameter round Revolution® table weighs only 15 lbs. That's 66% less weight!

A REVOLUTION® IN COMPACT STORAGE (20 IN 10)
You can fit 20 of our Revolution® Reception tables (30” or 36” diameter rounds) into a cart that occupies only 10 square feet (cart dimensions are 31” W x 45” L x 72” H). What makes this work is an internal column connection made possible by patented Revolution® panel technology. So Revolution® tables store like discs, flat against one another (20 in 10). Amazing...

Revolution® Reception Tables are incredibly lightweight, remarkably good looking and store unlike any other table (20 in only 10 square feet!) Revolution® has re-invented this important event product.

Go to our PS Furniture App to view our PS Furniture Café video and see how amazing your space could look!

Go to psfurniture.com

Want to learn more?
1.800.762.0415